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Abstract

We propose a new approach to synthetic-control methods, through which we regularize the
consideration of variation in available control units and the stability properties of the synthetic
control. Specifically, we introduce two penalties directly into the objective function, allowing for
the endogenous down-weighting of donors to the synthetic control with outcomes that exhibit
different patterns of variation before and after treatment, and donors tending to be distant
from the synthetic control’s average each period. While nesting a typical approach, we offer an
intuitively appealing method for applied researchers to evaluate the reasonableness of a variety
of synthetic controls and evaluate the robustness of results.
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1 Introduction

Athey and Imbens (2017) call synthetic control methods (SCMs), “the most important innovation

in the evaluation literature in the last 15 years.” Generally, SCMs refers to the construction of a

weighted average of untreated units that projects the path that a treated unit would have followed

in the absence of treatment—it is quickly becoming a preferred approach to policy evaluation in the

absence of appropriate individual control units. However, as approaches to SCMs have yet to be

standardized, the scope for researchers to make specification choices can undermine SCM results.1

In traditional approaches to estimating synthetic controls, it is implicitly assumed that the rela-

tionship being identified is stable. That is, one assumes that pre-treatment fit with the treated unit

is sufficient to imply that the post-treatment levels of the synthetic control approximate the treated

entity’s counterfactual levels in the treatment period. While one cannot benchmark a synthetic

control to the post-treatment behavior of the treated unit absent treatment, given the fundamental

econometric problem, there is still interpretable information in the behavior of untreated units in

these periods.

While nesting a typical approach to SCMs, we offer an intuitively appealing flexibility for ap-

plied researchers to evaluate the reasonableness and stability properties of synthetic controls in their

chosen environment, and consider the sensitivity of estimated treatment effects amid the choices

inherent to SCMs. Specifically, we propose a systematic regularization across two dimensions, mo-

tivated by properties that we anticipate being particularly desirable in a control group. Specifically,

we propose that applied researchers consider (and report) the sensitivity of SCM results to 1) one’s

tolerance for untreated units contributing to the synthetic control to be distant from the synthetic

control’s average each period (i.e., dispersion), and 2) one’s tolerance for the outcomes of untreated

units to exhibit different patterns of variation before and after treatment (i.e., relative dispersion).2

In what follows, we justify and demonstrate the usefulness of such a procedure, with code available

to produce figures that summarize this information.3

1 Ferman et al. (2018) (i.e., “the cherry picking paper”) will surely stand as one of the formative papers in the
SCM literature, and points directly to this in suggesting that “with no clear guidance on the choice of predictor
variables used to estimate the [synthetic control] weights, there are opportunities for the researcher to search for
specifications with statistically significant results, undermining one of the main advantages of the method.”

2 While estimating standard errors in the context of SCMs is itself a developing literature, we imagine that
increases in the precision of an estimated synthetic control imply increases, ultimately, in the precision of estimated
treatment effects.

3 Python code currently available at glenwaddell.com. R code in process.
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In terms of “distance” from the SC, we have in mind data-generating processes akin to what we

produce in Figure 1, where we plot a 2× 2 matrix of four abstract notions of high and low overall

dispersion, and high and low relative dispersion. To our eye, a set of controls with low dispersion

in both dimensions might be appealing—the bottom-right cell of the figure. The point being, as

one approaches a set of untreated units that looks other than that depicted in that preferred cell,

one can endogenize the down-weighting of donors to the synthetic control who are generally distant

(moving top to bottom in the figure), or the down-weighting of donors who are systematically

more- or less-distant from the synthetic control after treatment than they were before (moving left

to right in the figure).

To be clear, we do not think of this as a fix, necessarily, but as a procedure that reveals the

sensitivity of SCM-derived estimates of treatment to the consideration of synthetic-control stability.

In the end, we recommend that researchers plot estimates of the effect of treatment across the two

parameters we introduce (i.e., controlling “dispersion” and “relative dispersion”)—this also implies

that one considers and reports a very large number of synthetic controls. Conveniently, however,

our procedure is entirely driven by pre-treatment MSE at one end of the parameter space and

converges toward identifying the best-available individual control at the other.4 Further, we see

a comparison of the treated unit to this “best” or “closest” control as directly informative—we

might consider asking of SCM papers, more generally, whether adopting SCMs is responsible for

attenuating or amplifying the estimated treatment effect relative to such a benchmark. For example,

in the California experiment of Abadie et al. (2010), comparing California cigarette sales to the

individual control with lowest pre-treatment MSE (i.e., Montana) yields an estimated treatment of

25.4 fewer packs per capita, annually, with the 1988 anti-smoking campaign—this is the largest from

among the point estimates retrieved over the range of our two parameters. In the Rhode Island

experiment of Cunningham and Shah (2018), it’s quite the opposite, where comparing Rhode Island

rape reports to the individual control with lowest pre-treatment MSE (i.e., New Hampshire) yields

a relative decline in the treated state of only 1.6 rapes per 100,000, which is the smallest estimate

we retrieve of the effect of the 2010 decriminalization of prostitution. Any additions to “Synthetic

4 Among the early innovators of SCMs, Abadie et al. (2010) retrieves an estimate of the causal effect of a 1988
anti-smoking campaign in California on per-capita smoking sales. We return to consider this result as part of our
empirical applications. (See Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003), and Abadie et al. (2015) for other formative SCM
analyses.)
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Rhode Island” increase the magnitude of what one would find in this best-available case. This is

a distinction worth noting, we believe (as will be the slope of the estimated treatment effect in

parameters, which we discuss below with the figures we propose).

With the post-treatment variation of individual donors directly contributing to the estimated

treatment effect in proportion to their weight, it seems uncontroversial that we take exceptional care

over post-treatment behavior of individual contributors as we determine those weights. However,

given the near-absolute importance that typical SCMs place on the pre-treatment fit of the synthetic

to the treated unit, it is noteworthy that we allow for the post-treatment variation in potential

donors directly in the determination of synthetic-control weights. Yet, in our procedure, pre-

treatment MSE plays no-less important a role, as we propose that the presentation of treatment

effects always be accompanied by the presentation of pre-treatment MSE, where we can evaluate

their co-movements as we vary the ex ante importance of the synthetic control’s stability in the

objective function. In this way, we more-fully explore the variation in available control units in

the building of appropriate efficacy tests, while maintaining the ability to speak back into more-

standard approaches.

Our procedure also moves somewhat toward transparency. For example, SCMs can often lead

to multiple synthetic controls having near-equivalent measures of pre-treatment fit while at the

same time producing estimated treatment effects that differ wildly. This is not uncommon, in our

experience, and a source of sensitivity that has lead to doubt in our own attempts to evaluate SCM

results. In our procedure, we will argue that near-equivalence in estimated treatment and in pre-

treatment MSE (despite putting increasing wright on stability properties) should breed confidence,

and is something that should be demonstrated in SCM analyses. Likewise, to the extent a particular

application produces bounds across a parameter space, we have learned something. Or, to the extent

a single point estimate is still desired from a given analysis, we find it an appealing feature of our

procedure that we can potentially foreclose on some synthetic controls over others on principled

grounds, while adding transparency to the context from which that inference is made.

As we approach our procedure, we acknowledge the broader literature and direct readers to

Doudchenko and Imbens (2016) for foundational context regarding the relations between synthetic

controls, difference-in-differences, and matching methods. In what follows, we first walk through

the specifics of what we refer to as a dispersion-weighted synthetic control (DWSC), which in
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large part comes from our own attempts to build confidence in our own policy evaluations with

synthetic-control methods. We then, in Section 3, report the results of our procedure applied in

two policy-relevant empirical settings. First, we apply the procedure to simulated environments—in

one, we consider a “contaminated-control” problem, in another, we consider scenarios where type

is unobservable, and untreated units of different “type” are similar enough in pre-treatment to be

given weight in the synthetic control by traditional approaches, and in another, we consider SCM

with only “bad controls” available that each violate “common trends.” Second, we apply DWSC

to one of the canonical SCM settings: the 1988 anti-smoking campaign in California evaluated in

Abadie et al. (2010). Third, we consider a more-recent SCM result: the change in reported-rape

offences in Rhode Island around their legalization of prostitution, evaluated Cunningham and Shah

(2018). We offer some concluding remarks in Section 4.

2 A new synthetic control procedure

In seeking out both transparency and an informative regularization of a synthetic control procedure,

we allow for two penalties in the objective function that yields the synthetic control. First, we allow

for a penalty on individual donors who exhibit changes (before and after treatment) in how they

fit within a given synthetic control. That is, we build into our methodology the endogenous down-

weighting of individual donors to the extent they behave differently in the post-treatment period

than they had in the pre-treatment period. This has strong intuition, we believe, insofar as one

is more confident that one has established a “reasonable control” when the estimator produces a

set of donors who at least vary similarly with each other before and after treatment. Second, we

allow for a penalty on individual donors according to their overall mean-squared distance from

the synthetic control. That is, in the determination of donor weights, we allow for the endogenous

down-weighting of donors who are relative outliers within the synthetic control, allowing researchers

to consider robustness to “tighter” synthetic controls.5

5 To one’s concern that we may introduce potentially undesirable consequences as we consider distance to the
synthetic control, note that we will still rely on pre-treatment MSE capturing in the objective function the difference
to the treated unit itself. As comparison to the treated unit in the post-treatment period is untenable, neither of
the two channels through which we will allow for the down-weighting of donors can use that as a benchmark for
comparison in the post period. It’s this that drives us to using the synthetic control itself.
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2.1 The objective function

Consider the typical context in which the employ of SCMs for identification seems advantageous—

observations of a treated unit’s outcomes, Yit, and a set of K untreated entities over the same time

interval t ∈ [1, T ], with treatment occurring after some T0 > 1 (i.e., T0 is the last pre-treatment ob-

servation). As per usual, the treated unit is not observed in the treatment period absent treatment,

and SCMs handle this fundamental econometric problem with a convex combination of control en-

tities generating a single “synthetic control” that by assumption then forecasts the counterfactual

series that the treated unit would have followed in the absence of treatment. Any deviations

from this counterfactual are then attributed to treatment. As we’ve already noted, weighted post-

treatment movements in donor entities are hardwired into the estimated treatment effect, which

will motivate that we consider post-treatment movements in the synthetic control more directly.

As a measure of pre-treatment fit, we follow the convention of adopting pre-treatment mean

squared error (MSE). Specifically, with vector w = [w1, w2, ..., wK ] collecting the set of weights to

be determined across K untreated entities, and Y0t notating the outcome of the treated unit itself,

we define pre-treatment MSE as

M(w) =

T0∑
t=1

(
Y0t −

K∑
i=1

wiYit

)2

T0
. (1)

The solution to minimization M(w) we can define as some set of weights w̄.6 We augment this

simple minimization of pre-treatment MSE with the addition of two penalties.

First, in the objective function we allow for the endogenous down-weighting of donors when their

post-treatment behavior differs from their pre-treatment behavior. The intuition is straightforward,

we believe—it is reasonable to question why some donors to the synthetic control may be behaving

differently after treatment, and to consider the sensitivity of a single point estimate to the down-

weighting of deviants. In this way, we think of this as not a prescription for a fix, per se, but

6 Implied in our procedure will be that the unobservable components of outcomes are of first-order importance,
more so than particular covariate movements. Though important to distinguish, this is second-order to our contribu-
tion, noting that there are examples of synthetic-control estimation that do not rely on covariate inclusion (e.g., see
Doudchenko and Imbens (2016)), (Ferman et al., 2018) offers a discussion of the role of covariates and, ultimately,
arguments supporting the exclusion of covariates in SCMs, and Ferman and Botosaru (2017) demonstrates the unbi-
asedness of synthetic controls matching on pre-treatment outcomes. (Moreover, note that the inclusion of covariates
requires that some pre-treatment periods be excluded (Kaul et al., 2018), which introduces significant scope to the
econometrician’s choice of which outcomes to include.)
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as a procedure that reveals the sensitivity of SC-derived point estimates to the consideration of

synthetic-control stability. In this dimension, we enable the down-weighting of donors who are

more (or less) distant from the synthetic control after treatment than they were before treatment.

Specifically, we can define the relative dispersion of each donor, Rj(w), as

Rj(w) =

 T0∑
t=1

(
Yjt −

K∑
i=1

wiYit

)2

/T0 −
T∑

t=T0+1

(
Yjt −

K∑
i=1

wiYit

)2

/(T − T0)

2

, (2)

and, summing across donors, define a measure of relative dispersion, R(w), as

R(w) =

K∑
j=1

wjRj(w) , (3)

which assures that only weighted donors contribute to the objective function. We parameterize

this potential penalty in the objective function with ρ ∈ [0, 1).

Second, we allow for the endogenous down-weighting of donors contributing excessively to the

overall dispersion of the synthetic control. That is, defining the overall variation within the synthetic

control as

D(w) =

T∑
t=1

K∑
j=1

wj

(
Yjt −

K∑
i=1

wiYit

)2

T
, (4)

we allow for the down-weighting of donors k who contribute excessively to this variation, generally,

which produces a tighter-fitting synthetic control (with no particular notion of pre/post balance).

We parameterize the relative importance of this more-general dispersion in the synthetic control

with δ ∈ [0, 1).

Together, then, (for given ρ and δ) we can cast the estimation procedure with the objective

function,

arg min
w

(1− ρ− δ) M(w)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pre-treatment MSE

+ ρ R(w)
M(w̄)

R(w̄)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pre/post relative (“rho”) dispersion

+ δ D(w)
M(w̄)

D(w̄)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Overall (“delta”) dispersion

s.t. ρ ≥ 0 , δ ≥ 0 , ρ+ δ < 1,

K∑
i=1

wi = 1 , wi ≥ 0 ∀ i.

(5)

In (5), weights w are chosen by standard numerical optimization techniques to minimize a convex
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combination of pre-treatment mean squared error and our measures of dispersion, R and D. In

order to make the size of the penalties and MSE comparable, we scale both penalties by the ratio

of pre-treatment MSE to the penalty, evaluated at the solution to minimizing the pre-treatment

MSE in (1), which we notate as w̄.7

2.2 Some things of note

We have five quick notes to make, before proceeding to consider applications.

First, we note that the procedure we propose is not unlike that of Doudchenko and Imbens

(2016), who introduce penalties on the L1 (sum of absolute value of weights) and L2 (sum-of-

squared weights) norms of the weights. In our procedure, while also increasing transparency and

demonstrating robustness across a range of estimates, we retain the weight restrictions of the

original Abadie et al. (2010) but allow the researcher to weigh more heavily the importance of

stability among donors to the the synthetic control. In general, we share the prior that relaxing

these restrictions can lead to substantial improvements in the estimator. However, penalties such

as those we introduce are difficult to conceptualize without those restrictions. Negative weights,

for example, create problems given our notions of what properties we value in a synthetic control

and we feel comfortable penalizing (similarity in levels, and similarity pre/post similarity). Put in

other words, we are willingly sacrificing the benefits to relaxing weight restrictions in exchange for

desirable and informative properties in the procedure.

Second, that we have now introduced ρ and δ as parameters, Figure 1 can be recast with

the added intuition that, as one approaches data with properties other than that depicted in

that preferred cell, it is with increases in δ that one achieves lower overall dispersion of the data

contributing to the synthetic (moving down) and with increases in ρ that one achieves lower relative

dispersion of the data contributing to the synthetic (moving to the right).

Third, note that benchmarking the penalties to the synthetic control itself will protect against

the down-weighting of donors to the synthetic control that truly do represent the counterfactual.

Our procedure allows for the down-weighting of untreated units to the extent they are outliers in

the set of all potential donors. To the extent their movement is common across potential donors,

the penalty does not so quickly bind and they are not down-weighted. We address related concerns

7 Recall that the set of weights w̄ minimizes M(w) is the same as that which minimizes 5 given ρ = δ = 0.
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in one of our simulated environments below, assigning the treated unit to one of two unobservable

types—the procedure we introduce increasingly weights those of the same type as the treated unit,

while the traditional method does not.

Fourth, we simply wish to formalize parameter conditions. Recall that choosing ρ = 0 and

δ = 0 nests an estimator that matches only on pre-treatment outcomes, and in that way captures

the typical synthetic control design.8 Note, however, that there are K potential solutions to (5)

when either ρ = 1 or δ = 1. That is, at either limit, any degenerate set of weights (i.e., all weight

on a single donor) yields an objective function that evaluates to zero and the estimator cannot

distinguish any of the K donors from one another. However, as one approaches ρ = 1 or δ = 1

and the residual weight of 1 − ρ − δ is still on pre-treatment MSE, the estimator will collapse

on the single donor that best-matches the pre-treatment outcomes of the treated unit itself, and

thereby avoid choosing donors with attractive dispersion properties but poor fit with the treated

unit. Formally, then, we define the parameter space as ρ + δ ∈ [0, 1), recalling that the value in

our procedure is, again, in the variation in the estimated treatment effect across the range of these

parameters.9 By extension, across this parameter space, pre-treatment MSE cannot be larger than

the pre-treatment MSE of the single best-fitting control.

Finally, synthetic control method is often referred to as a generalization of the difference-in-

differences (DD) method. However, this is only true if data are de-meaned before estimation,

accounting for the “fixed effect” implied in difference-in-differences estimators. We follow the

general convention in synthetic controls of not demeaning our data, with recognition that de-

meaning may well become commonplace (Ferman and Pinto, 2016). Importantly, we expect that in

a context where data are de-meaned, the importance of ρ would rise, while the importance of δ would

fall. Further, the interpretation of “best-available” individual control would move toward aligning

with what one might think of as the best available for a DD design—similar in co-movements, but

not necessarily in levels.

8 The synth package, for example, will produce estimates that minimize (5) subject to ρ = δ = 0, when all pre-
treatment periods are included. (synth is currently available in Matlab, R, and Stata, through Jens Hainmueller.)

9 We have no strong prior on the relative importance one might imagine for ρ and δ.
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3 Empirics

In this section, we produce three sets of results. First, we consider the estimator’s behavior in three

simulated environments—an environment where a subset of controls is contaminated by treatment,

an environment where the donors become increasingly disperse, and an environment where there

are donors are unlikely to have common trends with the treated unit. The bias in the traditional

synthetic control is revealed in a lack of robustness across the allowable ranges of ρ and δ.

Second, we reconsider the Abadie et al. (2010) (ADH) analysis of California’s 1988 anti-smoking

campaign, retrieving estimates of the causal effect of the policy intervention on per-capita smoking

sales that substantiate the original result, and with some added confidence (we argue). In short, we

find even the point estimate to be insensitive to our procedure—as we increase the importance of

both ρ or δ type dispersions in the determination of the synthetic control, there is very little move-

ment in the estimated treatment effect and, if anything, the point estimate increases in magnitude

on approach to the best-available individual control.

Third, we reconsider one of the results in Cunningham and Shah (2018), a well-known and recent

SCM paper in which the 2003 decriminalization of prostitution lead to a decrease in reported rape

offences. Considering ρ and δ type dispersions in this example reveals a sensitivity that traditional

SCMs and point estimates that seemingly decrease in magnitude on approach to the best-available

individual control.

In all cases, we propose that in the plotting of the estimated treatment effect and the MSE

across permutations of ρ and δ, researchers can evaluate the reasonableness and sensitivity of a

synthetic control in their chosen environment.

3.1 Simulated environments

It is easy to introduce bias into SCMs that only consider pre-treatment MSE. Here, we provide four

cases that strike us as instructive—a contaminated-control problem, two scenarios in which there

are unobservable types within the potential-donor pool, and one in which there are just a bunch

of “bad controls” that would each fail the “common trends” assumption of difference-in-differences

designs. In each, and for each parameter {ρ, δ} in 0(.01).99, we summarize the relevant properties

based on 1,000 simulated draws of the idiosyncratic components of the associated data-generating
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processes.

3.1.1 Contamination among potential donors

Data used in comparative case studies can often be subject to the criticism that some of the potential

control entities may also have experienced treatment, which lead to bias in the estimated treatment

effect. For the purpose of our simulation we care less about why this may be—typically it is a geo-

graphic neighbour, for example, that we anticipate experiencing some fallout from treatment. For

example, Oregon’s legalization of recreational marijuana introduced variation in marijuana-related

outcomes in Washington—retailers along the Oregon border experienced a 41-percent decline in

sales following Oregon’s market opening (Hansen et al., 2017). We fully anticipate that institu-

tional knowledge will continue to be brought to bear on analysis, and that the elimination of controls

thought to be contaminated can proceed as per usual. However, where institutional knowledge is

expensive, or we wish to communicate beyond those who have this knowledge, or where trans-

parency will be appreciated, our procedure endogenously down-weights contaminated controls to

the extent that there are evident changes in how potential donors contribute to the SC’s dispersion

after treatment. In this simulated context, we show how the introduction of a relative-dispersion

penalty, in particular, can endogenously down-weight the contaminated control and eliminate bias,

if not merely identify the sensitivity.

Here, we simulate a simple environment in which there is a true treatment (we set equal to one),

but it spills into another untreated unit—a “contaminated-control” problem. The simulated data

consists of one treated unit and eight potential controls, one of which experiences some fraction of

the treatment experienced by the true treated unit. We otherwise let outcomes be sensitive only

to a randomly determined intercept (from N(0,1)) and idiosyncratic shocks (from N(0,0.1)). The

outcomes are observed for 40 periods, with treatment occurring at time 20, which introduces a level

increase of 1 only for the treated unit, and 0.8 for the single “contaminated” control.10 (A single

random draw from this data-generating process is depicted in Figure 2.)

In Panel A of Figure 3 we plot the estimated treatment effect across parameters, identifying

the true treatment effect with a solid line, which the DWSC approaches smoothly in our simulated

environment. This data-generating process also reveals a potential risk, evident in the declining

10 Contaminations of larger (smaller) sizes are likewise eliminated, but at lower (higher) values of ρ.)
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treatment effect at extreme parameter values. That is, the estimator can tend toward single entities

at some level, which we are inclined to think of as finding the single-best control, which would be

desirable. However, in a data-generating process such as this, note that the best-available control

could well be the contaminated control itself, which emphasizes that caution still be brought to

bear. With high ρ, for example, the synthetic control here converges to the contaminated control

1/8th of the time, which is why the average estimated treatment drops again. (At ρ = δ = 0, the

contaminated control is given weight of .125. This is equivalent to the mean across iterations as

δ → 1, where 1/8th of the time the weight given to the contaminated control approaches 1.) In Panel

B of Figure 3 we evidence the tradeoff of higher penalties on dispersion (i.e., higher pre-treatment

MSE).

In Figure 4 we produce kernel densities of the treatment-effect estimates, across select parameter

values. In both panels—in Panel A we vary ρ, and in Panel B we vary δ—the unpenalized SC draws

from the set of potential donors similarly, with the contaminated control receiving weight in the

synthetic control with equal probability. (Therein likes the problem, and source of bias.) As was

implied in Figure 3, as we increase ρ the contaminated control is down-weighted—when eliminated

fully, precision around the true treatment parameter arrises. However, when the contaminated

control is not eliminated, it can end up representing a larger share of the synthetic control, and

thereby induce a bi-modality—this second mode is precisely at the difference between the true

treatment effect and the outcome of the contaminated control (i.e., 1-0.8=0.2). This is more evident

in Panel B, across increases in δ. As the overall dispersion in this simulated environment is driven

largely by the level differences across donors, the exclusion of the contaminated control need not

contribute significantly to reducing overall dispersion. On the other hand, the contamination does

contribute substantially to relative dispersion, which leaves ρ as the more-direct and more-effective

margin when there are contaminated controls among the potential donors.

3.1.2 Unobservable types, different in their trends

Here, we imagine an unobserved heterogeneity that one might anticipate being challenging to

a synthetic control environment—the treated unit being one of two unobservable types, largely

overlapping in the pre-treatment period. In this case, we assume that the true treatment effect

is zero. While all entities in the data-generating process will follow similar paths—hence, the
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challenge—we put one-third of potential donors on a path that slowly drifts away from the other

two-thirds of potential donors, as though there are unobservable components contributing to their

outcomes that do make them less and less comparable over time. Though smooth, we purposefully

configure the divergence so as to become increasingly apparent, which highlights the potential

for an MSE-driven synthetic control to give weight to these entities when not considering their

post-treatment behavior.

Specifically, we posit 21 entities, each observed over 40 periods, with “treatment” falling in

the last half of observations, 14 entities are “A” types, following Y A
it = 0.02t − 0.002t2 + εit and

7 entities are “B” types, following Y B
it = 0.07t − 0.005t2 + εit, where εit are drawn from N(0,0.1).

Including the “treated” unit among the “A” types tips toward having plenty of donors similar to

the teated unit from which to construct a reasonable synthetic control. Likewise, then, including

the “treated” unit among the “B” types tips toward having fewer donors similar to the teated. We

will consider both scenarios, and in so doing find that the unpenalized environment assigns weight

to donors of the “wrong” type in both scenarios, while penalizing dispersion down-weights “wrong”

types—again, this is true regardless of which type we assign to the treated unit. (As anticipated,

given the data-generating process in this environment, there is greater sensitivity evident around

permutations of δ, controlling overall dispersion, than to ρ.) This scenario is depicted in Figure 5,

as both the theoretical data-generating process and single representative draws.

In Figure 6 we plot the estimated treatment effects and pre-treatment MSE across the parameter

space, in each case identifying the true treatment effect (zero) with a solid line. In Panel A, the

treated unit is assigned to Type A. In Panel B, the treated unit is assigned to Type B. In both,

the traditional approach to estimating synthetic controls is biased away from the true treatment

effect, as “other” types receive positive weight to the extent that they help minimize pre-treatment

MSE. However, in either case, permutations of our dispersion-weighting parameters have the DWSC

approach the true treatment effect smoothly. Moreover, in parameters, the fraction of weight given

to donors of the same type increases—this is shown in the second row of plots, with convergence

to A types on the left and B types on the right. Where a traditional approach to deriving a

synthetic control struggles to identify type appropriately, regardless of the treated unit’s type, our

procedure has the synthetic control collapsing on the same—the set of potential donors that we

would anticipate being the appropriate counterfactuals, a priori. Likewise, the estimated treatment
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converges to its true level as either parameter increases. In the third row, we demonstrate the

associated tradeoff also evidence the fundamental tradeoff associated with greater synthetic-control

stability—higher pre-treatment MSE.

In Figure 7 we produce kernel densities that speak to the distribution around the mean treatment

effect. In this setting it is informative, as it reveals a certain tension in the procedure. First, these

kernels make evident the bias in traditional approach (i.e., ρ = 0 and δ = 0, each in yellow).

Second, with increases in either dispersion penalty, the expected parameter clearly moves toward

unbiasedness, but there is also the initial suggestion of a bi-modality, as the underlying types are

sorted out. Third, as one might anticipate, the distribution of treatment parameters is collapsing

faster when we penalize overall dispersion (δ) than when we penalize relative dispersion (ρ). Yet,

also evident is the increase in variation around the point estimate for extreme parameter values—

this is also anticipated, as it coincides with the synthetic control collapsing on the best-available

control as ρ → 1, or δ → 1. However, this eventual loss of precision is notably less pronounced in

extreme values of rho than in extreme values of δ, consistent with the synthetic control (and the

estimated treatment effect itself) being less sensitive to ρ permutations (see Figure 6). While less

generalizable, note also that there are more “A” types available in the donor pool than “B” types.

As such, the synthetic control is initially less sensitive to parameters when the teated unit is an

A Type, and collapses to the best-available control at higher parameter values—when the treated

unit is a B Type, the best-available is reached sooner.

3.1.3 Unobservable types, different in their idiosyncratic errors

We now imagine an unobserved heterogeneity in which δ may play the first-order role. Specifically,

we imagine the treated unit being one of two unobservable types, where instead of those types

diverging and creating bias proportional to their weight in the synthetic control, we consider the

estimator’s behavior in light of having added noise to the system.

Specifically, we posit 21 entities, each observed over 40 periods, with “treatment” (true=1)

falling in the last half of observations, 10 entities are “high-variance” types, following Y H
it = εHit ,

where εHit is drawn from N(0,4) and 10 entities are “low-variance” types, following Y L
it = εLit, where εLit

are drawn from N(0,1). Unlike the problem of Section 3.1.2, where our procedure had the synthetic

control collapse on the same type as the treated unit, here we will find the procedure having the
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synthetic control converge to those donors with the smaller variance, whether the treated unit is

itself found among the low- or high-variance types. (Representative draws from this data-generating

process are depicted in Figure 8.)

In Figure 9 we plot the relevant properties of the estimator across 1,000 draws. In Panel A, we

assign the treated unit to be among the low-variance types. In Panel B we assign the treated unit

to be among the high-variance types. Unlike the environment above—recall that DWSC converged

toward using donors of the same type as the treated unit—in the first row we see that penalizing

dispersion has the estimator converge to using low-variance donors, regardless of the treated unit’s

type. In the second row, we plot the variance in estimated treatment, also across parameters,

demonstrating an increase in precision as the synthetic control collapses on low-variance types.

However, there is a distinct tradeoff in this environment, that can ultimately show up as increasing

variation in the estimated treatment effect. Namely—in the third row we produce plots of the

number of donors receiving positive weight—the number of donors contributing to the synthetic

control is clearly decreasing in parameters. As such, the effect on precision need not be beneficial.

In this environment, the “number of donors” ultimately overtakes the precision associated with the

DWSC finding low-variance donors—this tradeoff is more likely to bind the closer are the two types

in their variance properties.11

3.1.4 “Bad” pre-trends

grw

As one last simulation, we imagine the condition in which the potential donors are trending

differently and where SCM might be the go-to approach to evaluating the effect of treatment,

In some sense, we imagine hardwiring what some have described as the typical picture of “bad”

controls that SCM can potentially work within. Within a simulated environment, of course, the

mean behavior of an SCM approach will not be biased—if potential donors are merely on different

linear trends, this is not a “bad controls” problem at all. As such, documenting the variance

properties of the estimator is our interesting here. A representative draw of this environment is

depicted in Panel A of Figure 10, where we posit 6 potential donors who are each observed over 40

11 As the difference in variance across types increases, the benefits associated with “finding low-types” decrease
yet the costs associated with “number of donors” falling remain.
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periods, with “treatment” (true = 1) falling in the last half of observations, otherwise the treated

unit follows Yt = εt ∼N(0,0.1). Each donor follows Yit = αi + βit + εit, where αi ∼N(0,1.5), and

βi ∼N(0,0.2), and εit ∼N(0,0.1).

Given the linear path of each potential donor, there is a set of weights w such that the linear

combination of donors well-approximates the path of the treated group for any given set of trending

donors—given that they do not deviate from their paths in our simulated environment (other than

through an idiosyncratic term), the counterfactual is also well-approximated in the post-treatment

period and the estimated treatment is unbiased (Panel B). As anticipated, our procedure identifies

treatment effect with increasing variance around the 1,000 point estimates we simulate, which we

show in Panel C.

Without different patterns of behavior among donors before and after treatment, the standard

SCM is not ill-equipped to retrieving the treatment effect from such a data-generating process.

That said, DWSC applied to such a data-generating process will still afford a confidence, insofar

as the estimates effect of treatment is robust to ρ and δ permutations.

3.2 Cigarette sales and anti-smoking initiatives

Here, we apply our estimator to the data of Abadie et al. (2010), re-considering the effect of

California’s 1988 anti-smoking initiative known as Proposition 99. In Figure 11 we offer 15 different

plots—together they span the ρ + δ parameter space, while in each we produce the time series of

California cigarette sales (solid black), cigarette sales in the Synthetic California (dashed blue),

and cigarette sales in each of the donors to that synthetic (solid blue). For these individual donors,

we plot them with levels of intensity that are proportional to the weights (w) given to each state

in the Synthetic California.

While the top row (i.e., ρ + δ = 0) is qualitatively similar to that of Abadie et al. (2010), our

weights do differ somewhat, which highlights the role played by covariates in their analysis.12 In

the second through fourth rows, we have allowed for the endogenous down-weighting of donors to

the synthetic control subject to ρ and δ dispersions—we plot select examples for permutations of

ρ (Panel A), of ρ = δ (Panel B), and of δ alone (Panel C). Recall that it is donors with differences

12 It is the addition of covariates (and necessarily, then, the dropping of several observations of outcomes) that
explains the exclusion of New Hampshire, for example. In all of our analysis we exclude covariates but include all
pre-treatment outcomes, eliminating researcher choice and thereby increasing comparability across analyses.
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in dispersion that are down-weighted as ρ increases and we move down Panel A, as the estimator

increasingly prefers donors that contribute similarly to SC-dispersion on either side of treatment.

As δ increases (moving down Panel C), the estimator prefers donors who are, on average, proximate

to the SC’s average each period. In our experience, the limiting cases of ρ + δ → 1 is helpful in

identifying something of a single best-available control. In the last row, we see that two of the three

columns the synthetic control has collapsed to the single best-available control from among those

in the set of potential donors.

While changes in the composition of the synthetic control are evident, the overall picture in

this application is one of stability in the combination of donor-states, and even in their relative

weights—they just don’t change very much. The robust nature of the synthetic control in terms

of its composition of states across parameters is also made evident in Figure 12, where we offer a

different view of the donor weights resulting from our permutations.

In Panel A of Figure 13 we produce treatment effects across three separate conditions—changing

the importance of relative dispersion (ρ), overall dispersion (δ) and increasing the dispersion penal-

ties subject to an equal-weighted condition (i.e., ρ = δ).13 In each of their origins (i.e., at ρ = δ = 0),

we are approximating the typical synthetic control, as we have highlighted above. (The point esti-

mate at our ρ = δ = 0 origin is -19.5, and very close to the point estimate of Abadie et al. (2010),

which is -20.) The noteworthy point, however, is the robustness of the estimated treatment effect

to our permutations, so much so that the three plots are largely on top of one another, and not

straying from the published result. This panel speaks to a stability in the original inference of

Abadie et al. (2010)—if anything, we come away from this exercise imagining that “20-percent re-

ductions in cigarette sales” is a lower bound on the estimated treatment effect were one to penalize

within-SC changes in dispersion.

Possibly as important, though implicit in the stability of the estimated treatment, is how little

pre-treatment fit is given up in these parameter permutations. The fundamental tradeoff as ρ or

δ increase is to give up pre-treatment fit for greater SC-stability. In Panel B of Figure 13 we

capture the changes in MSE across the same space, and the flatness in Panel B is encouraging, and

consistent with the cost side of increasing the importance of either dispersion penalty not being

overly onerous in these data. To our eye, we would like to see this sort of robustness, as it coincides

13 In all reported results we plot the range of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99.
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with an appealing stability in the control group to which California is ultimately compared.

While instructive, Figure 11 is exceedingly inefficient for presentation purposes, as might be

Figure 12. Thus, unless there are particular points to be made, we propose that researchers com-

municate something akin to Figure 13.

3.3 Reported rape offences and the decriminalization of prostitution

The recent SCM paper of Cunningham and Shah (2018) is very well known, and thus provides an

appealing opportunity to consider the DWSC procedure around the unexpected decriminalization

of prostitution in 2003 on reported rape offences. It is a nice example of the sort of policy variation

that one with an eye for clever sources of variation should jump on, and to which SCMs might

naturally be applied.14 Below, we follow our procedure in estimating the effect of Rhode Island’s

decriminalization on rape reports, with data from the Uniform Crime Reports, Federal Bureau of

Investigation.15

In Figure 16 we produce our collection of plots, across parameters, which ultimately identifies

New Hampshire as the single-best control. However, the instability in building a synthetic control

out of the available time series of donors around this natural experiment is most evident when we

plot the estimated treatment and MSE across parameters, which we do in Figure 16. The sensitivity

of the SC’s composition as we allow for more weight on the stability properties of the synthetic

control is somewhat striking, as tipping points are clearly reached and individual donor states are

discarded from the set of donors. This was not at all a property of the California smoking data,

which was quite well behaved through all of our perturbations—this context alone is important to

drawing inference from a particular set of ρ and δ = 0.

Again, there are only slight pre-treatment MSE costs suffered over large regions of the parameter

14 In short, the effect of decriminalization on reported rape offences is an empirical question, as decriminalization
yields safer work spaces to the extent firms are more willing to invest, but sex workers could also be more willing to
report to and cooperate with police upon assault.

15 Defining a synthetic control for Rhode Island (the treated state), among the conclusions made in Cunningham
and Shah (2018) is that reports of rape fall by roughly 32 percent with the decriminalization of prostitution, from
34.1 per 100,000, to 20. As we proceed, we do so knowingly make several departures from Cunningham and Shah
(2018), even when conditioning on ρ = δ = 0. For example, in the determination of weights, we do include all
pre-treatment rape reports between 1970 and 2002 (they match only on 1979, 1995, 2001, 2002, and 2003). We do
not include averages of any rape reports (they match on mean rape over 1992 through 1995, mean rape over 2001
and 2002, and mean reap over 2002 and 2003). We model outcomes in levels (while in their preferred specification,
they model two-year averages “to minimize the volatility in the series”). Our procedure applied to the smoothed
data suggest that the deviation coincident with Rhode Island’s decriminalization of prostitution is smaller than that
in the level-data.
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space. Yet, over the same space, treatment estimates vary significantly. Unless there are very strong

priors made on what contributes to a good control, of the sort that would preclude consideration

of the stability properties as we have done, this is indicative of an environment that leaves the

estimated treatment itself the discriminating element across a very wide range of potential SCs

with similar in their pre-treatment MSE.

While our analysis supports that, relative to a synthetic controls, reported rapes fall with

decriminalization in Rhode Island, our range of estimates is somewhat wide—declines of roughly

9 per 100,000 without any consideration for dispersion, falling quickly as we increase the stability

of the synthetic control in either ρ or δ dimensions (to roughly -5), and, as dispersion is weighted

more heavily, estimates are as low as 1.6 fewer rape offences reported per 100,000. The sensitivity

of the composition of the synthetic control across parameters is also made evident in Figure 15.

While New Hampshire remains a significant contributor throughout most of the parameter space

(and to a lesser extent Iowa), the jumps in estimated treatment in Figure 16 are clearly coinciding

with the exit and entry of other states from the set of weighted donors.

4 Conclusion

Our intent is not to introduce one new synthetic control to fix all synthetic controls—there is much

work still being done in the area, with different emphases and approaches (Athey et al., 2017;

Xu, 2017) and with the researcher community still refining our understanding of how individual

approaches map across each other (Doudchenko and Imbens, 2016; Rothstein et al., 2018). Rather,

we propose a procedure that reasonably nests a common approach to running synthetic controls,

while allowing for parameter choices that control the weight given to stability among the weighted

donors—a dispersion-weighted synthetic control (DWSC). We ultimately propose that researchers

produce figures that plot estimated treatment effects and pre-treatment MSEs across the feasible

ranges of these stability influencing parameters (something like Figure 13 or Figure 16), although

“donor-inclusion plots” (e.g., figures 12 and 15) are also informative.16

While we assume, throughout, that institutional knowledge will remain informative in assess-

ing the potential credibility of individual donors, to rely on institutional knowledge (or ocular

16 We also anticipate that inference will be performed through permutation tests, as in Abadie et al. (2010) and
much of the synthetic-control literature to date. We leave the particulars of that area of investigation to future work.
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econometrics) to catch such events is not efficiently repeatable, while leaving a dimension of scope

available to researchers that may itself be concerning (Ferman et al., 2018). To be clear, then, the

value in our procedure is not in either limit but rather in the behavior of the estimated treatment

effect across parameters—its sensitivity to the ex ante importance of SC-stability, to the researcher

or as is suitable in the environment. If there is a reasonable stability to the synthetic control across

the parameter spaces we allow for, then our confidence should increase. (We imagine confidence

in the California smoking result increasing here, for example.) Overall, if the figures we propose

reveal an instability in the synthetic control itself, or that point estimates change even though

pre-treatment MSE does not, or that estimated treatment is falling in magnitude as the stability

of the synthetic control increases—if any of these—then we imagine additional limits being put on

resulting conclusions.

(Python script to implement the above procedure is available from the authors’ webpages.)
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Figure 1: Examples of “overall” and “relative” dispersion

High overall / High relative High overall / Low relative

Low overall / High relative Low overall / Low relative
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Figure 2: Contamination among potential controls: A single draw of the treated unit and all
available donors

Notes: Data-generating process described in Section 3.1.1.
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Figure 3: Contamination among potential controls: Estimated treatment and pre-treatment MSE

Panel A: Mean treatment effect (true = 1), across parameters

Panel B: Pre-treatment MSE (normalized to 1 at ρ = δ = 0)

Notes: In all reported results we plot the range of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99.

Data-generating process described in Section 3.1.1.
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Figure 4: Contamination among potential controls: The effect of parameters on kernel densities
around mean estimated treatment effect (true = 1)

Panel A: ρ permutations Panel B: δ permutations

Notes: In all reported results we plot the range of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99. Data-generating

process described in Section 3.1.1.
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Figure 5: Unobserved types, different in trends: The treated unit and all available donors

Panel A: Theoretical data-generating processes

Panel B: A representative draw when treated unit is assigned to Type A

Panel C: A representative draw when treated unit is assigned to Type B

Notes: Data-generating processes described in Section 3.1.2.
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Figure 6: Unobserved types, different in trends: Estimated treatment and pre-treatment MSE

Panel A: Treated unit is Type A Panel B: Treated unit is Type B

Mean treatment effect (true = 0) Mean treatment effect (true = 0)

Fraction of weight on Type A donors Fraction of weight on Type B donors

Pre-treatment MSE Pre-treatment MSE
(normalized to 1 at ρ = δ = 0) (normalized to 1 at ρ = δ = 0)

Notes: In all reported results we plot the range of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99. Data-generating

process described in Section 3.1.2.
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Figure 7: Unobserved type, different in trends: The effect of parameters on kernel densities around
mean estimated treatment effect (true = 0)

Panel A: Treated unit is Type A

ρ permutations δ permutations

Panel B: Treated unit is Type B

ρ permutations δ permutations

Notes: In all reported results we plot the range of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99. Data-generating

process described in Section 3.1.2.
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Figure 8: Unobserved types, different in idiosyncratic error: The treated unit and all available
donors

Panel A: A representative draw when the treated unit is a low-variance type (true = 1)

Panel B: A representative draw when the treated unit is a high-variance type (true = 1)

Notes: Data-generating processes described in Section 3.1.3.
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Figure 9: Unobserved types, different in idiosyncratic error: Precision-related properties

Panel A: Treated unit is low-variance type Panel B: Treated unit is high-variance type

Fraction of weight on low-variance donors Fraction of weight on low-variance donors

Variance in treatment effect Variance in treatment effect
(normalized to 1 at ρ = δ = 0) (normalized to 1 at ρ = δ = 0)

Number of weighted donors Number of weighted donors

Notes: In all reported results we plot the range of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99. Data-generating

process described in Section 3.1.3.
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Figure 10: DWSC with a “Bad controls” problem

Panel A: A representative draw (true = 10)

Panel B: Mean treatment effect (true = 10)

Panel C: Variance of treatment effect
(normalized to 1 at ρ = δ = 0)

Notes: Data-generating processes described in Section 3.1.4.
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Figure 11: Per-capita cigarette sales (packs) in California, 1970 to 2000

A: ρ permutations B: ρ = δ permutations C: δ permutations

ρ = 0 and δ = 0 ρ = δ = 0 ρ = 0 and δ = 0

ρ = .10 and δ = 0 ρ = δ = .05 ρ = 0 and δ = .10

ρ = .50 and δ = 0 ρ = δ = .25 ρ = 0 and δ = .50

ρ = .90 and δ = 0 ρ = δ = .45 ρ = 0 and δ = .90

ρ→ 1 and δ = 0 ρ = δ → 1 ρ = 0 and δ → 1

Notes: For given parameters, we plot the surviving donors from the analysis described in Section 3.2, with each

line’s intensity proportional to the assigned weights.
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Figure 12: Donor-inclusion plots: Contributions to the dispersion-weighted synthetic controls
around California’s anti-smoking campaign

Panel A: ρ permutations

Panel B: δ permutations

Panel C: ρ = δ permutations

Notes: In all reported results we plot the range of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99. The synthetic control in
Abadie et al. (2010) is the weighted average of Utah (0.334), Nevada (0.234), Montana (0.199), Colorado
(0.164), and Connecticut (0.069).
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Figure 13: The robustness of the Abadie et al. (2010) “California result” to dispersion-weighted
synthetic control

Panel A: Mean treatment effect, across parameters a

Panel B: Pre-treatment MSE b

Notes: In each panel, we plot the estimated treatment effect across [0, 1), for ρ ∈ [0, 1) (while setting δ = 0),
δ ∈ [0, 1) (while setting ρ = 0), and ρ+ δ ∈ [0, 1) (while setting ρ = δ). In all reported results we plot the range
of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99. a Abadie et al. (2010) reports that cigarette consumption was reduced by
an average of almost 25.4 packs (per capita, annually). b Abadie et al. (2010) reports a pre-treatment MSE of
roughly 3.
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Figure 14: Reported rape offences in Rhode Island, 1970 to 2009

A: ρ permutations B: ρ = δ permutations C: δ permutations

ρ = 0 and δ = 0 ρ = δ = 0 ρ = 0 and δ = 0

ρ = .10 and δ = 0 ρ = δ = .05 ρ = 0 and δ = .10

ρ = .50 and δ = 0 ρ = δ = .25 ρ = 0 and δ = .50

ρ = .75 and δ = 0 ρ = δ = .375 ρ = 0 and δ = .75

ρ→ 1 and δ = 0 ρ = δ → 1 ρ = 0 and δ → 1

Notes: Reported rape offences per 100,000. For given parameters, we plot the surviving donors from the analysis

described in Section 3.3, with each line’s intensity proportional to the assigned weights.
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Figure 15: Donor-inclusion plots: Contributions to the dispersion-weighted synthetic controls
around Rhode Island’s decriminalization of prostitution

Panel A: ρ permutations

Panel B: δ permutations

Panel C: ρ = δ permutations

Notes: In all reported results we plot the range of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99. The synthetic control in
Cunningham and Shah (2018) is the weighted average of South Dakota (0.356), Idaho (0.342), New Hampshire
(0.162), and North Dakota (0.140).
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Figure 16: Reported rape offences and Rhode Island’s decriminalization of prostitution

Panel A: Mean treatment effect, across parameters

Panel B: Pre-treatment MSE

Notes: In each panel, we plot the estimated treatment effect across [0, 1), for ρ ∈ [0, 1) (while setting δ = 0),
δ ∈ [0, 1) (while setting ρ = 0), and ρ+ δ ∈ [0, 1) (while setting ρ = δ). In all reported results we plot the range
of parameter spaces across 0(.1).99.
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